**TASK:** Request Medical Evacuation

**CONDITIONS:** During daylight, given a map of the target area, mobile device or computer, grid location of friendly troops, and a target.

**STANDARDS:** You have a casualties requiring medical evacuation (MEDEVAC). You will need operational communications equipment, MEDEVAC request format, and unit signal operation instructions (SOI).

1. Collect all applicable information needed for the MEDEVAC request.
   a. Determine the grid coordinates for the pickup site. (See STP 21-1-SMCT, task 071-COM-1002.)
   b. Obtain radio frequency, call sign, and suffix.
   c. Obtain the number of patients and precedence.
   d. Determine the type of special equipment required.
   e. Determine the number and type (litter or ambulatory) of patients.
   f. Determine the security of the pickup site.
   g. Determine how the pickup site will be marked.
   h. Determine patient nationality and status.
   i. Obtain pickup site chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) contamination information normally obtained from the senior person or medic.

2. Transmit the MEDEVAC request

3. Keep the radio on and listen for additional instructions or contact from the evacuation unit.

**REFERENCE:** Medical Evacuation ATP 4-02.2